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DALi, Inc.’s History

1997 - student project in advanced 
distributed systems course at Caltech

1999 - raised money and founded DALi, Inc.

five founders, $500,000 startup funds

maximum size ~10 employees

2000 - DALiWorld shipped

demonstration application with 1M users

shown at GDC 2000 to several companies 
and high-profile personalities
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Challenges

modern massive multiplayer experiences 
do not scale

technology - bytes, latency, dollars of 
client-server architectures make no sense

game development - man-month per entity

experiences - zoning worlds, scalability of 
shared experiences is limited
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Methodology

The DALi Solution was to

identify and implement best results from 
the research community to

develop licensable technology with a

technology demonstration that

solves the scaling problems inherent in 
massive multiplayer experiences.
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DALiWorld















Technologies
distributed systems - massively scalable peer-to-
peer simulation

mobile agents - game entities migrate between hosts

modeling - model properties specified declaratively 
with archetypes

graphics - multires rendering + LOD + generated 
textures + no “canned” animation

simulation - realtime physics + multires simulation

learning systems - agents have neural net “brains” 
and decision tree “emotions”

artificial life - all of the above encode in digital 
genomes and species are bred, not coded
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Distributed Systems

push the boundaries of what is possible 
with peer-to-peer simulation

nodes are responsible for a portion of the 
world corresponding to their 
computational and network capabilities

migration of entities between nodes is 
accomplished via mobile agent technology

partitioning overlaps and simulation is 
deterministic (for handover, failure, and to 
detect cheating)
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Mobile Agents

entities in the system are encoded using 
digital DNA and local current state

migration includes DNA and state

thus, introduction of new species is via 
migration, not via patches or updates

platform neutral encoding so migration to 
PCs, consoles, and handhelds is identical
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Modeling

entities archetypes are modeled in 3D using 
only bones, muscles, and skin

range of motion of joints and typical muscle 
strength encoded here

their description is also encoded in DNA 
using a declarative DSL

description includes symmetries, maximal 
size and mass, procedural skin textures, 
sensory capabilities, biochemistry summary

environment also modeled in this fashion
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Graphics

three experimental rendering engines

textual output summarizing state of sim

2D perspectives for low-end devices

basic 3D rendering using Java3D

multi-resolution rendering with LOD

drop poly count based upon distance to view

corresponding drop in accuracy of meshes

texture rendering at multiple LODs
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Entity Simulation

simulation of entities in full detail includes:

biochemistry summary (energy, hunger, 
hormones, etc.)

emotional state (happy, fearful, etc.)

current goals (school, pursue food source, 
interest in mating, avoid predator, etc.)

sensory input (sight, smell, and “other”)

position, orientation, flexion

low-level decision-making based upon goals
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World Simulation

world simulation is a discrete event multi-
resolution simulation

visibility of entities and distance from a viewer are 
the two inputs for multi-res algorithms

simulation in full detail is recorded over a “long” 
period of time then used to derive statistical 
behavior when unobserved or when observed from 
a distance

i.e., why actuate muscles and do the physics if an 
entity is only a centimeter tall on the viewport?

why simulate any behavior when unobserved? 17



“Realtime Everything”

no entity behaviors are programmed

consequently, output behavior after 
evolution is unpredictable

all actions are decided and acted upon by 
entities, not by developers

entity neural nets drive musculature

custom physics engine computes affect of 
action, thus motion is computed from 
physics, not faked from encoded values
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Learning Systems

technologies used to effect emotions, goals, 
and actuation include:

case-based analysis for describing states and 
emotions and their dependencies

decision trees to synthesis input and derive 
micro-scale behavior from macro-scale input

neural nets to drive motor response
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Artificial Life
declarative description of species encoded in digital 
DNA via bytecode and custom DSL representing base 
pairs and genes

description of an individual is encoded in local state 
(property-value pairs)

to evolve a new species...

1M random entities are generated conforming to DNA

evaluation and breeding based upon simulation and 
objective function of various goals

50K generations typical necessary to generate a new 
species (several hours circa 2K’s 350MHz P2) 20



Demonstration


